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Escape the mediocrity that ensnares so many in business and become a better, more effective
leader.Have you ever wondered what it would take to be a better leader, or achieve your wildest
dreams, or make a bigger difference in the world? The answer lies in the choices you make:
about everything from how you spend your time to the way you view the world.Smart Leadership
is the latest essential business title from internationally bestselling author of Win the Heart and
Chess Not Checkers Mark Miller. In this book, he shares the four research-based “smart
choices” the best leaders make to scale their influence and results. By teaching you how to
Confront Reality, Grow Capacity, Fuel Curiosity, and Create Change, Miller will help you: • Bring
fresh eyes and fresh thinking to your leadership approach. • Increase your confidence in your
ability to make a difference. • Lead at levels you never thought possible. • Accelerate your
learning curve so that all these benefits come faster and more naturally. With this guide, your
leadership—and your life—will be transformed forever.
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Jennifer B. Kahnweiler, Ph.D., “Life is about the choices we make. I loved this latest book from
leader AND leadership expert Mark Miller. His idea that life is about the choices we make will
resonate with readers. Confront reality, Grow Capacity, Fuel Curiosity, and Create Change
comprise a model that is practical and so relevant to today's challenges. The author drew from a
wide research base and his own years as an executive to inspire each of us to ask the important
questions about what it means to grow ourselves and scale our impact. I will be recommending
this one to my clients and colleagues for sure!”

Douglas Zabonick, “The wisdom of leadership made simple. Mark Miller has always been one of
my favorite authors and his newest offering - Smart Leadership continues his legacy of providing
outstanding leadership guidance in an easy to understand format. Unlike his previous books,
this is not a parable, however his presentation of the material makes it easy to read and
understand. This book is packed with the wisdom of leadership made simple and easy to
understand and apply on your leadership journey. Read Smart Leadership and begin making a
real impact with your leadership.  Highly recommended!#SmartLeadership”

C. Ross, “Mark Miller hits another home run!. Mark Miller has a way of cutting through the clutter
and clearly presenting leadership and life in powerful way. He does it again with Smart
Leadership. His clarity makes it easy to know what to do to become a smarter leader. This is a
must-buy for any leader.”

Scott K, “Our Capacity to Grow Determines Our Capacity to Lead. Over the past couple of years,
I have read/ listened to well over a hundred leadership development books. Including several
written by Mark Miller. Smart Leadership is not written in Mark's typical narrative style but I
assure you that it will not disappoint.Smart Leadership is one of, if not the best leadership book I
have ever read.  Clear, concise, practical, actionable advice from Mark Miller.”

E Routh, “Great practical book on leadership. Great practical book on leadership that will
constructively challenge all who want to become better leaders.”

David Genshaw, “Encouraging. The book you need for the times we are in.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is the best book Mark has written and will help every leader
become their best.. Smart Leadership not only directs one where to start but how to build on the
sound foundation. Will use as a reference book to continue to grow for years to come.”

Dan Rockwell, “Mark Miller's Best Book Yet. I've read several of Mark's books, Leader's Made
Here, Talent Magnet, The Heart of Leadership, and The Secret of Teams, to name a few. All of



them are worth reading.Smart Leadership is my favorite so far. The stories that begin each
chapter are captivating. The principles are clear and actionable. I found Smart Leadership to be
encouraging and enlightening.Marks know how to challenge and show compassion. I
recommend this book without reservation.NOTE: I received a review copy from the Weaving
Influence team. Having said that, I don't write a lot of recommendations on Amazon. I'm
delighted to write this one.”

The book by Mark Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 115 people have provided feedback.
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